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A Few Hoots for Navigation
Elsewhere in this issue there are various comments about whether or not IWA should
actively campaign for the restoration of the Public Right of Navigation. It is rather
strange therefore that the following article should have appeared in ‘Navvies’, the
Waterway Recovery Group magazine. When we heard on the grapevine that David
had prepared this article, completely unaware of our problems, it obviously made
sense to reprint an unbiased interpretation of what PRON is all about. Strangely
enough, another article (also totally unsolicited by us) has been prepared by Lord St
David for inclusion in a future edition of Motor Boat and Yachting, and this article
apparently was commissioned by MBY in JANUARY sometime before we were
involved with PRON. There must be a moral there, somewhere.
- Has anyonetold you recently that Rights of Navigation don’t matter? I recall at one time a
senior official of IWA declaring that he did not give two hoots for the Rights of
Navigation, whilst a reading of those public prints which devote themselves to canal
matters would suggest that thisattitude is still widespread.
Forthe benefit of newcomersto the waterways scene one should perhaps explain that prior
to 1968 the public had a statutory right to navigate the majority of navigable waterways on
paymentof toll. This was a powerful weapon in the hands of the general public and was the
result of Victorian concern that large monopolies were dangerous to the public interest.
This weapon prevented the closure and abandonment of the Kennet & Avon (1955) and
Stratford Canals (Upper Section 1948, Lower Section 1958). In the case of Gould-v-British
Transport Commission in 1955 the B T C’s counsel had argued “Is it right to spend
hundreds of thousands of pounds on a canal because one man wants to sail a couple of

boats on it?”’. The judge (Mr Justice Roxburgh) replied “My answer to that tendentious
propositionis, if that is the Law, it is the duty of the statutory monopoly to obeyit, just as
much as anyoneelse”.
It was thus a black day for the rights of individuals in this country, as well as a gross betrayal of principle by the then Labour Government, when the 1968 Transport Act removed
these rights from the public. If anyone is not convinced, let us look at what has happened

to ONE canalsince 1968.
To start with there was some doubt initially whether the right had been withdrawn for
commercial craft, but the British Waterways Board General Manager asserted directly to
me in March 1969 that this was so. Happily for bureaucracy, regular commerical traffic on
the greater part of the Grand Union Canal ended in September 1970. Up to this time Grand
Union stoppages had been confined to three weekly periods at most, but now it became
increasingly apparent that the canal existed as a form of outdoor relief.
Remember the Braunston summit stoppage all winter while a pipeline was laid under the
canal? This wasto suit the convenience of another Authority. Or what about the lengthy
stoppage to Maida Hill Tunnel to suit construction work ON TOP of the tunnel? Then
there was the Milton Keynes pipeline which breached the canal in December 1972. I
remember that one all right because I had a pair of boats loaded with coal on the wrong
side of the breach, it meant them hanging about with no work for four weeks. Fishermen
were compensated for loss of sport, but not the Board’s navigation customers!!
The local IWA branch made a fuss at the time and wrote an open letter to Sir Frank Price,
the BWB Chairman. Whether or not Sir Frank acted is not recorded by me, but it is
significant that several comparatively trouble-free years ensued without a major stoppage.

Came the summer of 1976 and the drought with it. Rumours flew butlittle happened to
save water, beyond closing flights of locks overnight. Traffic was allowed to use water

prodigiously during opening hours, little or no leak-stopping was done, no emergency
arrangements made for back-pumping until, overnight, all the main flights of locks were
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lag. One appreciates that engineering work is required, as an operator of narrow boats I am
only too aware ofthis. One appreciates that funds are limited and subject to both inflation
and Government cuts. What one does not appreciate is the attitude that the public don’t
matter, that the canal is not for the public’s benefit butis merely a source of employment.
Of course, one may reply, it doesnt matter outside the “Cruising Season”. Well, perhaps
some people think it doesn’t, but then what about the closures in 1976 and *77? I suspect
thislatter feeling is uppermost in the minds of some IWA members. Why else the deafening
silence on this not-unimportant matter? It is, of course, the apotheosis of the dreary
““noddy-boat mentality’.
The aims of IWA since its inception by practical visionaries in 1946 have included multifunctional use of the waterways. This in my view means supporting ALL users, not
sectional interests. ‘All users’, must mean walkers and boaters, fisherman and rambler,
commerce and pleasure, hire boats and private boats, and they should surely be supported
impartially and to the best of the IWA’s ability. To state publicly that these aims must be
subordinated to behind-the-scenes negotiations, as has been recently done, looks very
like another betrayal of principle.
And what, one asks, has this got to do with “Navvies”?? The answer is “one hell of a lot”.
because what is the point of public-spiritedly restoring canals to navigation if that
navigation is to be denied to the public for reasons of official convenience and because the
self-appointed guardians of the waterways do not guard?
The waterways were nationalised in the public interest in 1947, bureaucracy has since
conned Parliamentinto wriggling out of its obligations to its long-suffering paymasters, it
is time that firm and loud voices were heard and the public’s first right to use its own
i
property was restored.
Oh, and I nearly forgot Harecastle, Armitage, Wast Hill, Netherton and all those other
closures. Over what sort of system do British Waterways Board preside? Are they really
proud of their truncated empire or don’t they care? Is it not time they publicly restated
their commitment to their trusteeship? And is it not time that they in turn were given
something more than the brush-off by their ministerial masters? I only ask because I want
to know.
Anyoneelse reckon that Rights of Navigation don’t matter?
David Blagrove
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Chelmer Lighter Preservation Society
The first annual general meeting of the Chelmer Lighter Preservation Society was held on
Saturday May 10th, appropriately, on board the ligher “Susan”, currently moored at
Little Baddow Wharf, near Chelmsford.
Steve Norton, the Chairman of the Society, reviewed the year, which commenced with the
formation af the Society and the transfer of the “Susan” from the Chelmsford Branch of
the Inland Waterways Association, and the Society was grateful for the sum of money
which the Branch had also donated, together with the old boat. A grant of £100 had also
been received from the Essex County Council, towards the restoration of the boat, but
more funds were required.
Unfortunately, due to a faulty bilge pump, and the existence of two bad leaks, “Susan”
had remained sunk for most of the winter, but she had now been refloated and members
had plugged the bad leaks, with the result that the position was now stable.
Work had commenced on clearing the boat of mud and silt and it was shortly planned to
start to carry out general repairs and paint her inside and out.
Investigations were in hand regarding the provision of a suitable engine - this was the main
financial outlay at present - and it was hoped that later this season the vessel could be
moved along the canal for several demonstration cruises.
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know later exactly what we would like you to do.
Some of the work can be quite arduous especially before and after, and even some of the
jobsto be done during the Festival itself can wear you out quite quickly.
Please help us by completing, if you can, the enclosed form and returning it as soon as
possible. If you cannot make an advance commitment butstill feel able to help on the day,
please do not hesitate to come to the Festival Office when you arrive.

From:- (Block letters please)
Mr
Mrs
Miss
Address:-

Tel.

For convenience weare splitting the periodsofhelp into three on Saturday and Sunday:-

10.00 - 14.00;

14.00 - 18.00;

and 18.00 hours onwards

Please state which would be your preference and also state:-

Slough Canal Festival
The London Branch held their annu
Holiday. About 120 boats fought thei
attend, and in spite of initial confusi

2.30 pm on Saturday when BWB's n
to the festival site. After some jugglin
the specially long gangplank to be use
Mayor and Mayoress of Slough, anc
Joyner, our Chairman, escorted them
on the roundabouts!
Saturday was cold and windy, but Si
too much for Ray, and he escapedto t
in the capable hands of Frank Gree
News and Events, Ed!)
The middle of Monday afternoon s:
the sewers for the second (third, fourt
Allin all, a success - at least Slough ki
To be fair, I must thank Ray forhis ef
as they say, duty called.
Indeed, the committee would like to
during the rally, their assistance was v
It was also noted that not one co
throughoutthe festival period!

A) The number of people involved (if any under 18 puttheir age(s) in brackets).
B) Whether you are prepared to work all day (with lunch and tea breaks).

C) Whether you all want to work together or apart or don’t mind which.
D) Whether you can help with the build-up and breakdown of the event (i.e. on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and again on Monday and Tuesday).

I/We are prepared to help with the organisation of the Lee Valley National Waterways
Festival in the following numbers preferably on the dates and at the times shown below:-

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO:— D J BOLSOM ESQ; The Boatyard, Mansion Lane.
Iver, Bucks.

One of the less energetic arena events whi
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Your Letters

The Editor
Windlass

Inland Shippi
. Pron Way,
Rickmansworth.

Dear Sir,

As a member of IWA I thought you would
be interested to know that the Harefield
Conservation Group, of which I'm a
member, have recently started clearing the
little known Grease Works Arm. It used to
lead to a mill next to which stood a public
house known as the Trojan Horse. Sadly
neither building survives today.
- During our efforts many people came up
and commented upon how much better the
environment looked once the overgrown
and dead trees were cut down. Fishermen
especially remarked upon the fact that they
could now cast their lines unhindered.
Now that all the overhanging willows have
been removed, along with their rootsprouting underwater branches, which
were manhandled from the watercourse in a
particularly lyracle manner, this arm is
once again open to navigation, at least until
one of those amazingly useful low level
bridges is reached. We did think of calling
on the West Herts chapter of Smalley’s
Angels to remove this final obstruction to
our right of navigation, but discretion
prevailed when we realised that the metrognome might object to any unauthorised
use of his plant or personnel.
The highlight of our weekend occured just
before we left when an eridanan swan
glided effortlessly into the arm and swam
quietly and unconcernly (well almost) up to
that ‘pretty little bridge’. Its’ return
journey was a little more interesting as it
had difficulty in swimming backwards and
turning round in such confined waters, but
all around agreed that the return of such
star class to this sylvan trojan setting had
been well worth waiting for. Helen herself
must have been smiling upon us.
Having achieved such outstanding success,
where one weekends work had opened up at
least threequarters of a mile of navigable
waterways to Hertfordshire boaters, we’re

10

thinking of offering our services to that
other so-called lost cause of the restoration movement, the Taunton Inland
Canale ot; MrPullar needs us.
Yourssincerely,
Graham Frankless.

This new section in Windlass, which

Region Inland Shipping Committee
Murrell, who is doing more than r
Grand Union

Carry on Canals
The Editor,
Windlass

The Daedings
Deddington

DearSir,
I feel that I must write and tell you that
John Gagg’s remarks did put my back up.
Granted we live in a rude world, but one
expects something better from a person
connected with canals. It gave me immense
pleasure to read the account of the NBOC
Christmas Rally 1979 in the Spring

Windlass which seemed more in keeping
with one’s experience of canal lovers.
My husband and I took our three children
on several holidays, and though the latter
were very young they became expert at

dealing with locks, and never once fell in.
Later, when we thought we might start
doing things a deux, a son was smitten with
a tragic illness, half way through his
medical training, from which he may never
recover. We were tied in a way we had never
been before, and we developed health
troubles that restrict us considerably. Canal
holidays were over - how could we work

locks or any of the other jobs that need
physical strength? The joy of mooring
where one will, the peace and facination of

meandering through England is a thing of
the past. We mind very much. Whenever we
can, we walk along a towpath and often
chat to those in boats who are a friendly lot.
One day, if he lives long enough, John
Gagg will be old. Perhaps by then his vision
will have widened and his courtesy
increased. If he is incapacitated by illhealth, will he cease to send a subscription
to the IWA?
Yours sincerely,
Joan La F Ward.

Carry on Canals is a nice jokey slo
what might it mean in real terms. I
image of revived long-distance narr
istic. The number of boats which
sinking either at once or en route is
twenty. The number of boat crews
time basis is scarcely any greater. ]
very least, and so probably would
have enough problems when thelin
and that's only a short haul traffic
lower Grand Union. Apart from
courtesy of Messrs Brindley, Telf
through route between any two poi
are the two points. The retail coal t
trade when there are few other bo:
enables people to indulge their roma
this is an “enthusiast” trade and not:
I guess our practical version ofthe s
Waterways- if it pays’, but I admit
Although considerable tonnages ©
carried in the North East and othe
common with almost all the conti:
work principally into and out of por
Severn, Mersey, Trent, Humber,a
business. Few traffics were lost to
rates. Coal traffics were lost when
from the Midland pits; grain traffi
Tilbury, too far down river to be
when timber was imported on palle
sighted blacking of BACAT and L
advantage of the new techniques
Unfortunately although narrowboa
to adapt them for self-discharging,
pallet or container now in almost ur
reasons why we feel that the narro
like to think the there will be a p
juggernaut.
The next common factor is that aln
working between the suburbs and L
day, so boats are very competitive п
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Two of T & D Murrells motors passing through Uxbridge lock loaded with lime juice concentrate
for Roses at Hemel Hempstead

Liverpool in one day on the motorway while a pair of boats are hard pushed to do 50 miles,
and that’s not competitive. Even that 50 miles will take you through at least two BWB
sections. Working around the stoppages of one section is difficult; getting two sections to
synchronise their stoppagesit virtually impossible. ‘Yes Mr. Managing Director, we’ll carry
your goods. Well not for the next three weeks because BWB are mowing the lawn of the
lock keeper’s cottage, but we can do it for two days after that, but then the next section’s
got a four week stoppage to oil the paddle gear on one of their locks. Yes. it is a long time,
but then it’s not been done for twenty years. I think we might be all right for a few weeks
after that - oh, except for a fishing match. .OK then, if your lorries meet us at the south
end of the tunnel we can tranship onto them there, well if we can get anywhere near the
bank, and you can take it by road over the tunnel...... >
The reasons for expanding the scope from “canals” to include rivers have really been
covered already. There will never be sufficient goods apart from imports and exports to
justify a commercial waterway on that count in the London area. If the London docks and
the Thames are allowed to die then the rest of London's waterways would be more
profitably managed by Butlins - they certainly would have no commercial future at all.
Apart from anything else, it is the Inland Waterways Association, and the Thames is
most certainly an Inland Waterway.
‘If it pays’. Well this may make it sound like we’re only here for the money, but canal
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The Chairman Reports
Alan Brown, SE Region ISC Chairman.
If there is one vital thing that the commercial potential of Britain’s waterways has always
lacked it is adequate publicity of the right kind. Had a powerful monthly or quarterly
magazine entitled, say, Inland Shipping International beenlaunched ten years ago, we
would not today be plagued with the apathy, opposition and sheer ignorance (symptons of
what could be easily be called the British Disease)which prevent any sensible large-scale
waterway developement in ‘‘modern’’ Britain.
In recent years the Inland Shipping News pages of Waterways have offered good coverrage
of the National and overseas scene and we hope this first edition of a regional news letter
will give some idea of recent happenings on the Thames tideway and connecting
waterways.

The biggest shock for some years was the announcement that Thames & General
Lighterage Limited were to cease operation at the end of December; the entire fleet of about
seventeen tugs and several hundred barges, plus all traffic, passing to the Ocean Group, to
be divided between the Cory and Maritime Lighterage Companies. We hope to give details
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in the next issue of future developments which will leave these two firms as the only major

tug and barge opertors as far as general cargoes are concerned. The other leading group,
Hays Wharf, appear to be expanding their general, LASH and tanker operations; Crescent
Shipping have several coasters on order, while Bowker and King should have three new
tankers in service by the time this article appears. Currently the Thames fleet of B & K
totals 15 tankers with dead weight tonnage of between 300 and 1,000; the three new vessels
being of 600, 800 and 1,000 tons.
=
The next largest tanker fleet was that of Shell-Mex and BP Limited, which in ⑲⑦⑥ split into
the two separate distribution companies of Shell UK Limited (six vessels) and BP Oil
Limited (five vessels). Both firms have made some reductions, but BP made one interesting
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addition at the end of last yearin the shape of a Dutch/Belgian class 4 tank barge. Built as

a Shell Netherlands 1,350 tonner in 1963, shortened by ten meteres in Belgium, it was
further modified at the Acorn Shipyard at Rochester, and the appropriately named BP
Advance was ready for Thames service in December.
The Medway is always full of commercial interest, indeed Rochester deserves far more
mention as a river port than it receives. Here one sees healthy numbers of coastal and
foreign-going ships (up to about 3,500 tons), low profile vessels, motor and towed barges,
LASH barges, and in addition to various conventional tugs, Crescent Shippings purpose
built Lashette capable of servicing both Central Gulf Lines LASH barge carrying vessels
and the new Baco-Liner 1 at Sheerness which is, in fact, a twin sister to Greylash of

Crescent’s associate company Humphrey & Grey (Lighterage) Limited. The latter operate
four other tugs and a large fleet of dumb-barges including several 1,000 ton grain carriers.
Ottersham Quay is usually busy with LASH barges and is also served by coasters. The
extensive ship repair facilities of Acorn Shipyard Limited seem to have a full order book of
coasters and barges, vessels docked there have included the low-profile Turnberry, the
former BWB Servernside, several BP tankers, and the ex-Dutch motor tank barge Ulist now
owned by C Crawley Limited.

Other tank barges in the South East, though not strictly engaged in inland carrying, are
those of Allantone Supplies Limited, with three second hand vessels bunkering out of Ipswich and Felixstowe. Crawleys have various tankers on generally similar operations on the
lower Thames, while Bowker and King run six additional tankers out of Southampton.
This review summarises some of the less widely publicised inland shipping activities in our
Region. Perhaps this is not what is normally considered to be inland shipping but as it
represents the major traffic in our area it is of at least equal importance to grain on the
upper Thames and Wey or lime juice on the GU which always seems to attract the lion’s
share of publicity.
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Around theE

A Call for Volunteers
The Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society (SHCS) has been fortunate enough to be granted
a further 12 months Job Creation scheme by the Manpower Services Commission, to work
on the restoration of locks at Deepcut on the Basingstoke Canal. With this schemeit is
hoped that lock chamberrestoration on the Deepcut Flight can be completed this year, but
to be sure of achieving this we will require full support by volunteer working parties. The
SHCS .is keen that working parties on this flight should receive maximum support
throughout 1980.
Another big job on the canalthis year is on Ash Embankment where the breach of 1968
has now been sealed but where the canal bed now has to be puddled across the full length
of the embankment. A narrow-gauge railway has been laid across the embankment to
transport clay, and the SHCS railway group are planning to operate clay trains on this
track during the summer. All we now need are more volunteers to help load and unload
the clay, a navvying job in true pioneer tradition.
So SHCS is faced with a lot of work to do this year, and is making a special call for
volunteers. Any willing person who would like to join in would be most welcome, and if
you can organise a group of workers, that’s even better. A work of caution, though - this
sort of work is notreally suitable for young people aged less than,say, 15 or 16; some of it
can be fairly heavy and dirty.
If you want to answerthis call for help, you should first contact the appropriate organiser.
For work on the Deepcut locks, the SHCS organiser is Mike Fellows (Tel. Wokingham
787428), and the railway work at the Ash Embankment is organised by Stan Meller (Tel.
Camberley 32096). If however you want to help on the Basingstoke Canal but are not sure
where you can bestassist, then contact Peter Cooper (Tel. 01-993 1105), who will attempt
to set you off in the rightdirection. (towards Greywellpresumably -Ed!)

Windlass Advice Corner
This space is open to readers to give or seek advice. Alan Thompson of Cochrane St
London kicks things off with this problem. He has a GRP cruiser on which the canopy
windows are ‘‘ruined’’ by the winter weather conditions and he would like to receive any
suggestions help or advice as to how they can be cleaned and protected. He doesn’t want to
have to renew the windows annually although information on where this can be done in
London would be useful (what about sports carhood manufacturers - Ed.) Replies direct to
Windlass please.
Specialists in Waterside Construction

T. HARRISON CHAPLIN LTD.
EST. 1907
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Chairman's Notes.
Slough Canal Festival: There can h
with such enthusiasm and determi
Slough CanalFestival, and Ray Jo:
for an event whose scale approach
in spite of a cold wind, some 10,0(
At the time of writing all the sums
exceed £2000. We were sorry to si
route for a business trip to the US4
already the Festival was a success
control, as was only right in view o
Yachting Ltd had made to this su
Jones, Mayor of Slough, whom we
Ilityd Harrington, British Waterw
(Director, Amenity Services, BWB
Slough.

Lee Valley National Waterways Fe:

the way the Festival Committee cor
preceded by a Waterways Week, w
on their wayto the Festival as well a
be publicised in due course, if you q
with Jenny Adamsat 97, Speer Ro:
the Waterways Week.
As regards the Festival itself we al:
away applications for floating trad
space ashore. The entertainments pr
taste and whilst there is a full prog
crews and the public.
CAMRA are having their only beer
assured the beer is in good hands. I
year.
The Festival, like all rallies and fes
between 11 and 19 August, please g
at The Boatyard, Iver, (0753 - 6514

Please sendfor our illustrated brochure

Planning: The Planning Sub-Comn

MEADHURST PARK NURSERY

to examine and comment on the Di
planning applications. The imagir
being implemented and should b
London on their way to the Festiva
Trust in the formation of which th
will continue to play a leading pz
interest in London’s Waterways, tc
by the time you are reading this. Th
to ensure that each is aware of what
The other main pre-occupation of
Basin, which is threatened with p:

CADBURY ROAD
SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDX.
TELEPHONE: SUNBURY 83371

Bank stabilisation with “WYRETEX’’ oversown
with grass/wildflowers

London Branch News
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formed whose concern is for the surrounding areas as much, if not more than, the future of
the Basin itself. The Planning Committee has spent much time on this one, but the
problems of finding an acceptable and realistic future role for the basin as a whole are
immense.
It is sad to realise that that charming and unique corner of London, Camden Lock, is likely
to disappear for ever as a result of Northside Developments latest planning application.
Overthe yearsit has provided a haven for a significant number of craftsmen who will find
it difficult to find alternative accommodation 2t rents they can afford. At a time when
government is doing its utmost to create an environment in which small businesses can
flourish, it is nothing short of scandalous that the livelihoods of these craftsmen is
threatened quite apart from the fact that there is nothing else quite like Camden Lock in
the whole of London.
Navigation and Amenity: We are particularly fortunate in having as Chairman of this subcommittee, a member of the National Navigation Committee, Chris Cove-Smith who is of
course well-known for his writing on London’s Waterways and on navigation and boating
problems. This is reflected in the work of the Committee which tends to pin-point
problems which are of wider interest than for the branch, and I shall hope to deal with
these at greater length in future notes.
London Waterways Weekend - Easter 1981: As if we hadn’t got enough to do, we plan to

run a Waterways Week-end at Easter next year. The idea is that the week-end should
include seminars and talks, cruises and coach visits to places of particular interest. We aim
to attract boaters and non-boaters, and hopefully some non-boaters can be accommodated
on boats for the week-end, whilst hostel or university accommodation will be arranged for
others. We intend to have an outline of the week-end ready in time for the National with a
coupon to be returned by those interested so that we can gauge demand.
John Huntley Film Show: Once again Len House organised this event at the Museum of
London, but regrettably it wasn’t as well supported as in previous years. It is difficult to
know why, since it was publicised in Waterways, Waterways World, and Canal and Riverboat, though the fact that Windlass only appeared a week before the event may have been a
significant factor.
Frank Greenhow
Diary Dates:
We are holding the following illustrated talks at the Jubilee Tavern, York Road, London
SE], starting at 7.30 pm.
Thursday 18 September: John Boyes - “The Lee ¿ Stort”.
Wednesday 15 October: R. Farrand Radley - ‘Canals Unrevived”’
Thursday 20 November: Martyn Denney - ‘‘London’s Waterways’’
Thursday 11 December: Auction. Plus David Young - ‘Locks, Lifts and Slopes’
For further details please contact Len House (01-226 1775).

Hertfordshire Branch News € Events °
The programmefor our 1980/81 season is nearly complete and a printed programme will
be distributed to every Branch memberin July. With effect from the September meeting we
shall have a changed venue, - although within walking distance of our previous meeting
place at the Beehive PH. The new location is the Hatfield Cricket Club, which is situated in
Ascots Lane, Welwyn Garden City, immediately behind the Hospital when approached from
the direction of the Beehive. The Committee has arranged an interesting programme and
hopes more members will attend Branch meetings to enjoy the improved facilities which
include a bar. Meetings will commence at 8.00 pm on the third Tuesday in each month
(except July and August)
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Lee Navigation, Hertford: The Bra
Hertford on 6 March to consider th
restricted access to the winding poi
bridge was found to be in need of:
reducing the headroom for boats.
Publicity and Sales: The Branch sa
Albans Civic Centre on 10th March *
Considerable sales were made and
members of the public.
Boxmoor Rally: Arrangements are

Fishery Inn on the Grand Union Car
40 boat entries have been received, ar
The organisers are seeking the loan o
any offers to John Jarvis, 27 Bec
information about the event may be
Road, Hemel Hemel Hempstead. (61
Diary Dates.

Saturday 13 September and Sunday
Dacorum Narrow Boat Project on th
Tuesday 16 September: ‘‘Progress on
Tuesday 21 October: Talk by Bob Co
October: Joint meeting with GUCS. |
Tuesday 18 November: ‘Waterways
Tuesday 16 December: Branch Christ

Guildford & Reading B

Scaffolding Pipes and fittings are ve

we can get some cheap or better sti

Peter on Woking 72132; we can colle
Diary Dates Our winter programme

outside our area who wouldlike to a
with:
Monday 22 September: Ian Burgoy1
Hall, King Rd, Windsor.
Wednesday 22 October: Frances Pra
Surrey & Hants Canal Society at te:
Camp, Farnborough.
Monday 24 November: Malcolm Bra
ing. (A larger room has been bookec
are timed 7.30 for 8pm start.
Lock One - Basingstoke Canal A lot
these pages. During the past year
restoration, and our thanks must |
scheme, the Chelmsford Branch and
money was required to pay contract
completed at the end of April. We
erected a large garage at the end of tt
vandals - we hope. With the kind hel
their-6”Sykes pump, pumping out or
day, and a small working party can s
By the time that you read this we hop
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down the lock walls will be well advanced and rebuilding started, so anyone who wants to
be a brickey will be very welcome. Working parties are the third Sunday of the month - ring
Dick on Weybridge 42074 or Peter on Woking 72132 for details.
Е
River Thames After discussions with TWA the Branch have managed to obtain
clarification of River Thames regulationsin respect of marking on traditional style Narrow
Boats. We are pleased to say that the TWA have kindly agreed to allow the name of the
craft to be painted on the cabin side rather than on the counter, where it is usually hidden

by the fender. It must be remembered that the name must still be painted on either side of
the bow.
Sales Stand Our new branch sales officer has been very busy already this year and as we
have now managed to get him an 8’ x 10" market stall and some display panels we are
looking for other venues, so if you know of a local event that might be worth while, please
phone Gordon Scott on Guildford 66683 (after 3pm).
Grand Chandlery Auction Last March saw our NAUTO jumble replaced by an auction
which went down very well. Any unsold items were taken down to the Beaulieu boat
jumble from where a very heavily laden car came back almost empty. The branch made
over £66 profit - our thanks to all who worked so hard to make it a success. It will be on
again in ’81.

Kent & East Sussex News and Events
Annual General Meeting This was very poorly attended and as result, not only did you miss
an excellent talk by Cliff Mace of SWA, on the River Medway, but you are stuck with
virtually the same Branch Committee for 1980/81. Seriously,this state of affairs cannot go
on and more than one key member has announced thatthis will be his last yearin office.
Annual Dinner This was a much happier story and was well up to previous standards. Sir
Geoffrey de Freitas, guest of honour and our principal speaker, re-iterated the need for
every possible member to undertake at least one small task for the IWA each year and gave
a timely reminder that we have at least one million potential allies in the angling, walking
and nature loving communities who regularly use the waterways. Tam and Di Murrell gave
a fasinating account of how to survive as narrow boat carriers in the 1980’s. This can be
summed up as ‘‘Forget the Number Ones sailing into the narrow blue yonder and
concentrate on what can be carried at a profit over fairly short distances. (Seearticle
elsewhere in this issue, Ed) Generally Difeels this will be traffic originating from major city
docks on large rivers. The Dinner was also noteworthy for the launching of the IWA’s new
petition to Parliament to restore the Public Right of Navigation on the BWB system. Both
HQ and the Branch tried to get publicity for the petition in the local press but I fear the
NGA dispute knocked that on the head.
Tonbridge Moorings These were tidied up on Sunday 4 May, almost entirely through the
efforts of John Morgan and family. Headhunters please note that we will consider all
offers in excess of £2 million for this invaluable Branch Secretary.
Diary Dates.

16/17 August: National Waterways Festival - Lee Bridge. We have decided to support this
rally rather than the local Maidstone events this year. Offers of help with the Branch Float
and Sales Stall should be made to Ian Ruck or Reg Hallwood.
Sunday 14 September Branch Annual Outing. This will take the form of a narrow boattrip
on the River Lee in Hertfordshire, starting from where? . . Ware . . where else? Coach
transport will be available from Ashford, picking up en route. Refreshments available on
board at an extra cost. Bookings - Dave Strivens, 15 Quarry Rise, Tonbridge. phone
356412. or Reg Hallwood, 50, Brewer St, Maidstone. phone 670169. Price including coach
£4.50 adults, £3.50 children.
Friday 3 October: Branch Meeting - John Humphries - The Burgandy Waterways. 8pm
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Bushnell. He will have a number of interesting items of “Canalia” on display and will
show slides of the Trent - Severn Waterway. The meeting will be held at 7.45 pm at Alan’s
home, 12 Park Rd, Denmead. Those of you that remember some geography will find it by
looking at O S Solent Sheet 196, Ref 658122 (They will also know that the Trent-Severn
is in Canada). Lesser mortals should take the B2150 for 24 miles from Waterlooville.
After ‘passing’ the Forest of Bere pub on your right, Park Rd is the third turning on the
right. The road is marked by bollards at the turning and a phone box on the corner. Park
Rd loops back on to the B2150 further on, opposite the village green. Please do not park in
the Health Centre car park. I hope that we will do Alan the courtesy of descending on his
home in vast numbers.
Film Show: We can get waterway films on free loan but we need someone to lend a 16mm
sound projector (with or without a projectionist). Hiring is a waste of Branch Funds if
there is someone out there that could help. Please contact Alan White, Bosham 573765.
Branch Outting This was a great success. SS Great Britain was just as impressive and
beautiful as we had expected; and one might well use the same works to describe the Caen
Hill Flight on the K & A. We were met and escorted by Mike Corfield, who afterwards
showed us the work being doneto turn the old bonded warehouse into the trust’s Canal
Centre. Our thanks and good wishes to him.

Chelmsford Branch Events
Diary Dates:
Meeting in AUEW House, Primrose Hill, Chelmsford.Thursday 9 October: Anthony Ellis - Water Space Amenity Commission - “You Don't
Only Drink It”.
Friday 24 October: Inter Branch Quiz at Bury St. Edmunds. 7.30 pm to 10pm
Thursday 13 November: Dr. Roger Squires - “Waterways of America”.
Thursday 11 December: Christmas Party - Punch, Paté & Pies. Tickets £1.50.
This lock, which is in the heart of the Mi
the line is still intact, but probab

Windlass Advertising Rates
Display: Whole page £40.00, Half page £22.00, Quarter page £12.00, Small display box £7.
Classified: First 15 words £1.12, thereafter Sp per word.

Classified Advertisements
SCOTTISH HIGHLAND STEAMBOAT HOLIDAY: Cruise the beautiful sea lochs and
canals of Scotland in an original coal-fired Clyde puffer. Send large sae for free brochure.
Nick Walker, Crinan, Lochgilphead, Argyll.

HAVE YOU CRUISED THE RIVER KENNET YET! Bookings are now being taken for
charter trips between Reading and Ufton on the passenger narrowboat operated by the

Reading Branch of the Kennet and Avon Canal Trust. Covered accommodation for 48
passengers. Bar and toilet facilities. Public trips will also be abailable. For details please
telephone Reading 81115 or 598247.
CAMPING ROW BOAT HOLIDAY: For a real change hire a camping skiff or dinghy on
the Thames or Wey. All boats fully equipped. Charges £20 and £50 per week. For full
details send S.A.E. to Mark Edwards, 9 Ormond Crescent, Hampton, Middx. TW12 2TJ.
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Forget

now that we have increased our _
highly skilled staff we can offer a
full range of engineering work:
® Outboard repair; Servicing &
Winterisation
® Inboard (Petrol & Diesel)
Installation, Repair and Service.
®Welding and Cutting

@ Metal Fabrication
- @Electrical, Gas and Water
Installations

e Surveys and Condition Reports

e Painting

;

e Full Sand Blasting Service.

HIGH LINE YACHTING LTD.

Mansion Lane, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9RG
Tel: Iver (0753) 651496/653151
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